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Diagnostic Ultrasound Imaging provides a unified description of the physical principles of ultrasound

imaging, signal processing, systems and measurements. This comprehensive reference is a core

resource for both graduate students and engineers in medical ultrasound research and design. With

continuing rapid technological development of ultrasound in medical diagnosis, it is a critical subject

for biomedical engineers, clinical and healthcare engineers and practitioners, medical physicists,

and related professionals in the fields of signal and image processing. The book contains 17 new

and updated chapters covering the fundamentals and latest advances in the area, and includes four

appendices, 450 figures, and almost 1,500 references. In addition to the continual influx of readers

entering the field of ultrasound worldwide who need the broad grounding in the core technologies of

ultrasound, this book provides those already working in these areas with clear and comprehensive

expositions of these key new topics as well as introductions to state-of-the-art innovations in this

field.Enables practicing engineers, students and clinical professionals to understand the essential

physics and signal processing techniques behind modern imaging systems as well as introducing

the latest developments that will shape medical ultrasound in the futureSuitable for both newcomers

and experienced readers, the practical, progressively organized applied approach is supported by

hands-on MATLAB code and worked examples that enable readers to understand the principles

underlying diagnostic and therapeutic ultrasoundCovers the new important developments in the use

of medical ultrasound: elastography and high-intensity therapeutic ultrasound. Many new

developments are comprehensively reviewed and explained, including aberration correction,

acoustic measurements, acoustic radiation force imaging, alternate imaging architectures,

bioeffects: diagnostic to therapeutic, Fourier transform imaging, multimode imaging, plane wave

compounding, research platforms, synthetic aperture, vector Doppler, transient shear wave

elastography, ultrafast imaging and Doppler, functional ultrasound and viscoelastic models
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In 2014, ten years after publishing the first edition of this book, Dr. Thomas L. Szabo has updated

the text and produced this second edition. The printed version is approximately one-third thicker and

comes with a new cover image; there is also an e-book version available. A lot of different items in

ultrasound imaging are explained, starting with an introduction of imaging modalities, basic

ultrasound wave propagation and interactions aspects with materials, as well as technological

aspects as transducer models and various beam forming methods or clinical applications for

ultrasound imaging and therapy. The MATLAB-files (query) from the first edition are still available to

download. These files complement the explanations in the text and are useful for practical lessons

in underpinning the theory with examples of various beamplots, Fourier transforms or for deepening

the self-study.  In this second edition, most chapters were revised and topics that have been

published or introduced into clinical practice within the last decade were added. To comply with the

technological developments in this field, two new chapters were introduced. The first one covers

modern therapeutic applications, e.g., sonothrombolysis, transcranial or cosmetic ultrasound, while

the second covers the topic of elastographic methods like acoustic radiation force impulse, strain or

shear Imaging. The main strength of this book is its inclusion of an introduction and state-of-the-art

review of physics and signal processing techniques used in ultrasound imaging and therapy in a

single volume. The same topics can be found in different chapters as well, but including an

explanation from another point of view that helps to clarify the complexity involved and

understanding of the topics. Unfortunately, this new printed edition is available with black-and-white

images only, while in the digital e-book, colored images are available. This is a disadvantage, as

images like modern Doppler images or velocity scales are less useful to the reader when printed in

black-and-white. However, the publishers have recognized this drawback and have made full-color

images available for download from the bookÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s website. The book is now 17 chapters long

and, for both physicists and physicians, is a rich source of information regarding basic physics and

signal processing methods, covering a broad range of topics in medical ultrasound. It is an essential



book to have on your tablet or bookshelf. CHRISTIAN KOLLMANN Center for Medical Physics &

Biomedical Engineering, Medical University Vienna, Waehringer Guertel 18-20, A-1090 Vienna

Diagnostic Ultrasound Imagingprovides a comprehensive introduction to a state-of-the-art review of

the essential science and signal processing principles of diagnostic ultrasound. The progressive

organization of the material serves beginners and graduate students in medical ultrasound science

as well as design engineers, medical physicists, researchers, clinical collaborators and the curious.

This is the most comprehensive and extensive work available on the core science and workings of

advanced medical ultrasound systems, exploring subjects in a unified, consistent and interrelated

manner.

This is a book meant for engineers and upper-level engineering students with an interest in

ultrasonic imaging and everything that goes with it (transducers, propagation, systems, hardware,

power, safety, image processing etc). It does not deal with defects and pathologies that are visible

in an ultrasound scan so it is not so much about diagnosis --- for that you need a text with a medical

focus. It is also not a book for a beginner. Very advanced sonographers that have a deeper interest

in learning might also find it useful. The author of the book worked for many years in the ultrasound

industry for HP (when they did that sort of thing) and now furthers his work at Boston University. It is

exceptionally well written and edited from the 1st edition and it covers advanced (relatively) new

topics, and it has kept up with the progress in hardware & processing --- so more can be done with

the data and converting it to an image that is useful. The Matlab scripts are still available online as

of Aug 2016, but I haven't tried them out yet. HTH.
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